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Introduction to SAnDReS
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Introduction to SAnDReS

SAnDReS is not a new docking program!
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Introduction to SAnDReS

SAnDReS is not a new boy band!
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Introduction to SAnDReS

What is SAnDReS?

It is a set of integrated functions and methods for Statistical Analysis of Docking

Results and development of Scoring functions. SAnDReS was developed in Python 3,

using the SciPy, NumPy, SciKit-Learn, and Matplotlib libraries. SAnDReS was

designed to analyze data from any protein-ligand docking program, the only requisite

is to have protein structures in Protein Data Bank (PDB) format (Berman, Westbrook,

Feng et al. 2000; Berman, Battistuz, Bhat et al. 2002; Westbrook et al., 2003), ligands

in Structure Data Format (SDF), docking and scoring function data in comma

separated values (CSV) format.
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Introduction to SAnDReS

There are different approaches to protein-ligand docking simulations, but if we

consider selection of the biomolecular system, docking simulations and the validation

phases, they are all included in the flowchart below. Independent of the programs

employed in the study.
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Our goal in developing SAnDReS is to have an integrated tool for statistical analysis

of docking results in order to improve the docking accuracy. In addition, we also

developed tools to build scoring functions and to analyze the influence of structural

parameters in docking results. Most of these structural parameters are based on

crystallographic information available in the PDB file for a given structure. The

decision to focus on the crystallographic information is due to the fact that the majority

of the structural information available for protein in complex with ligands for which

there is experimental binding information is derived from x-ray crystallography

technique. As we can see in the table below, over 94 % of structures of complexes, for

which there is binding information, were obtained by X-ray crystallography.

Binding Affinity Total Number of

Available Structures

Total Number of

Structures Determined

by X-ray

Crystallography

Total Number of

Structures

Determined by

NMR

Total Number of

Structures

Determined by

Neutron

Crystallography

Total Number of

Structures

Determined by

hybrid methods

Total Number of

Structures

Determined by

electronic

micrography

Percentage of

Structures Determined

by X-ray

Crystallography

Ki 5503 5467 34 1 1 0 99.35

Kd 6392 6044 344 1 1 2 94.56

Ka 110 110 0 0 0 0 100,0

IC50 6207 6176 29 1 1 0 99.50

DeltaG 139 136 2 0 1 0 97.84

DeltaH 59 59 0 0 0 0 100.0

Search carried out on December 8th 2015.

Introduction to SAnDReS
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The flowchart below brings the SAnDReS participation in a docking project. The green

boxes can be carried out by SAnDReS.
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Introduction to Tutorial 001

In this tutorial, we carry out a full analysis of docking results for cyclin-dependent

kinase (CDK). This enzyme has been studied as a protein target, mainly because its

role in controlling cell-cycle progression (Morgan, 1995; Murray, 1994). Specifically in

this tutorial, we are going to study crystallographic structures of CDK in complex with

inhibitors for which there is experimental information for binding affinity. We work with

an ensemble of CDK structures for which there is information for Ki. (De Azevedo et

al., 1997).



Running in the Windows
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Running in the Windows

On the Windows, left click on Command Prompt.

Go to SAnDReS directory (c:\sandres) and type: python sandres1_GUI.py, as shown

below.
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SAnDReS checks if everything is fine and launches GUI window. The window below,

called text window, is kept open during SAnDReS session.

Running in the Windows
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Running in the Windows

GUI window

Text window
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Running in the Windows

Project directory entry

From now on we can use

the GUI window to work

with SAnDReS. In the

project directory entry, we

have to browse to find a

pre-existing directory,

where all work will be

carried out.
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SAnDReS GUI is a front-

end that calls SAnDReS

main program, that carries

out most of the computing

work. The GUI takes care

of preparing input files that

will be run by SAnDReS

main program. SAnDReS

was developed in a way

that you can perform all its

tasks from the GUI window.

You can also edit the input

file and run it, using the

Run It green button in the

SAnDReS GUI window.

Running in the Windows

SAnDReS GUI

SAnDReS main

program

Input file (.in)

log files (.log)

csv files (.csv)

Plot files
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Below we have a description of the GUI window.

Log screen

Menu commands

Information strip

Update button for project directory

Browse button for project directory

Run button

(to run a 

specific 

input file)

Clear button for input file name

Import button

for re-docking 

file name

Clear button for re-docking file name

Running in the Windows

Import button

for ensemble-

docking file 

name

Import button

for score file 

name

Clear button for ensemble-docking file name

Clear button for score file name 16

Exit button

Clear Log screen button



Below we have a description of the entries in the GUI window.

Entry for re-docking file name

Running in the Windows

Input file name, to indicate an input file to 

be run when we click on the Run It button.

Entry for project directory. For each docking project you

should create a directory, where all structures, CSV files,

input files, log files, and plots will be stored. Every time you

start a new docking project, you browse a pre-existing

directory.

Entry for ensemble-docking file name

Entry for scoring function file name

The user can change the file names, the names

shown here are the default ones. They will be the

ones used in the tutorial 001. 17



Copying Tutorial 001 Files
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Copying Tutorial 001 Files

Now we are going to copy

all files necessary for the

tutorial 001. This tutorial

highlights major features

of SAnDReS. The

biological system to be

analyzed in the tutorial

001 is cyclin-dependent

kinase, for which there is

experimental information

for inhibition constant Ki,

and, of course,

crystallographic

structures.

19



Copying Tutorial 001 Files

Our project directory is

C:\Users\Walter\NewSets\

sandres_data\Tests\New_

T001\
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Copying Tutorial 001 Files

To copy tutorial files to

project directory, click on

File->Copy tutorail001 to

Project Directory, as shown

here.
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Copying Tutorial 001 Files

Now we have a new pop-

up window with a

summary for this tutorial.

To copy files, click on the

Copy Files button.
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Copying Tutorial 001 Files

Information about all files

copied to the Project

directory is shown in the

Log screen.

We may now click on the

Exit button in the Tutorial

pop-up window.

23



Downloading from PDB
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Running SAnDReS to Download Structures from PDB

Now we click on

Download->Input PDB

Access Codes. This

option opens a new pop-

up window, where you

can copy and paste the

PDB access codes to be

downloaded from the

Protein Data Bank.
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Running SAnDReS to Download Structures from PDB

What SAnDReS is actually

doing is reading the

pdbCodes.in file, which

was copied to project

directory, when we chose

to copy files for tutorial

001. We may use this

pop-up window for simple

editing of the pdbCodes.in

file, for instance adding or

deleting PDB access

codes. Make sure that all

PDB access codes are

separated by comma.

After finishing any editing,

we have to click on the

Save button. For this

tutorial we don’t need to

do any editing. Click on

the Exit button of the

Download Structures pop-

up window.



Running SAnDReS to Download Structures from PDB

To download PDB files,

we click on Download -

>PDB Format, as shown

here. SAnDReS will

download PDB files from

www.rcsb.org/pdb, but at

first it checks whether the

PDB file is already in the

project directory, if the

PDB file is in the project

directory, the download

for this structure is

skipped. This download

may take few minutes, or

even longer, depending

on the number of PDB

files to be downloaded

and your internet speed.
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What SAnDReS is actually doing is

running the input file getstr.in, shown

here. This input file was automatically

generated by SAnDReS front-end

program. The getstr.in file brings the

keyword “GETSTR”, that tells to

SAnDReS to carry out download from

the PDB. Next we have the format to

be downloaded from the Protein Data

Bank, in this case, PDB. Then we

have all PDB access codes to be

downloaded. This PDB access codes

are separated by comma. All this

should be in the first line. The last

keyword, ENDOF indicates to

SAnDReS to finish downloading. The

ENDOF is in the second line.

Although we see 10 lines in the file

getstr.in here, this input file has only

two lines. All fields are separated by

comma.

Running SAnDReS to Download Structures from PDB

GETSTR,PDB,1E1V, 1E1X, 1H1P, 1H1S,

1JSV, 1OGU, 1PF8, 1PXM, 1PXN, 1PXO,

1PXP, 1PYE, 1V1K, 2A4L, 2C6O, 2CLX,

2EXM, 2FVD, 2UUE, 2WEV, 2XMY, 2XNB,

3BLR, 3DDQ, 3LFN, 3LFS, 3O0G, 4ACM,

4BCF, 4BCG, 4BCH, 4BCI, 4BCJ, 4BCK,

4BCM, 4BCN, 4BCO, 4BCP, 4BCQ, 4EOI,

4EOK, 4EOL, 4EON, 4EOP, 4EOR, 4EOS,

4NJ3

ENDOF



Running SAnDReS to Download Structures from PDB

When SAnDReS is

running a task, the name

of the running input file is

shown in the information

strip, as we can see here

in red.
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Running SAnDReS to Download Structures from PDB

Once finished, SAnDReS

also shows this

information in the

information strip, with

black letters, as shown

here. The log file is also

shown in the GUI and text

windows. As we can see,

in the text window, a total

of 47 structures have

been downloaded from

PDB.
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Running SAnDReS to Download Binding Affinity

Tutorial 001 is about CDK

structures with Ki

information. SAnDReS

downloads Ki information

from the PDB as a CSV

file. This binding affinity

information will be used

later to test empirical

scoring funtions.

SAnDReS downloads one

CSV file for each

structure. It uses the

same PDB access codes

in the pdbCodes.in file to

download CSV files with

binding affinity

information. To download,

click on Donwload from

PDB-> Binding Affinity (Ki)

(in nM) (CSV Format), as

shown here.



What SAnDReS is actually doing is running the input file getbind.in, shown below. This

input file was automatically generated by SAnDReS front-end program. The getbind.in

file brings the keyword “GETBIND”, followed by the type of binding affinity, Ki, that tells

to SAnDReS to perform download of CSV files from the PDB. Then we have all PDB

access codes to be downloaded. This PDB access codes are separated by comma. All

this should be in the first line. The last keyword, ENDOF, indicates to SAnDReS to finish

downloading. The ENDOF is in the second line. The getbind.in file has a structure

similar to the getstr.in file.

PDB allows access to binding affinity information obtained from MOAD (Mother Of All

Databases) (Hu et al., 2005), BindingDB (Liu et al., 2007) and PDBbind (Wang et al.,

2004).

Although we see four lines in the file getbind.in here, this input file has only two lines.

GETBIND,KI,1E1V,1E1X,1H1P,1H1S,1JSV,1OGU,1PF8,1PXM,1PXN,1PXO,1PXP,1PYE,1V1K,2A4L,2C

6O,2CLX,2EXM,2FVD,2UUE,2WEV,2XMY,2XNB,3BLR,3DDQ,3LFN,3LFS,3O0G,4ACM,4BCF,4BCG,4BCH,

4BCI,4BCJ,4BCK,4BCM,4BCN,4BCO,4BCP,4BCQ,4EOI,4EOK,4EOL,4EON,4EOP,4EOR,4EOS,4NJ3

ENDOF

Running SAnDReS to Download Binding Affinity
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Running SAnDReS to Download Binding Affinity

Once finished, SAnDReS

shows the log file on the

GUI and text windows.
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Pre-Docking Analysis
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Checking Structures

The main goal of Pre-

docking analysis is to

carry out statistical

analysis of the ensemble

of structures to be used

in a docking study. The

first step is to check

whether all structures

are in the project

directory. SAnDReS also

checks whether the

binding information is in

the corresponding CSV

file. To do that, click on

Pre-Docking->Check

Structures with Binding

Affinity Information (Ki),

as shown here.
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What SAnDReS is actually doing is

running the input file chkstr_ki.in,

shown here. This input file was

automatically generated by SAnDReS

front-end program. The chkstr_ki.in file

brings the keyword “CHKSTR”,

followed by the type of binding affinity,

KI, that tells to SAnDReS to check if

all files are in the project directory.

Then we have all PDB access codes

to be checked. This PDB access

codes are separated by comma, as

observed for getbind.in and getstr.in

files. The last keyword, ENDOF,

indicates to SAnDReS to finish

checking. A log file, named chkstr.log

is generated and shown in the GUI

and text windows.

Although we see seven lines in the file

chkstr_ki.in here, this input file has

only two lines.

CHKSTR,KI,1E1V,1E1X,1H1P,1H1S,1JSV,1OGU,1

PF8,1PXM,1PXN,1PXO,1PXP,1PYE,1V1K,2A4L,2C

6O,2CLX,2EXM,2FVD,2UUE,2WEV,2XMY,2XNB,3BL

R,3DDQ,3LFN,3LFS,3O0G,4ACM,4BCF,4BCG,4BCH

,4BCI,4BCJ,4BCK,4BCM,4BCN,4BCO,4BCP,4BCQ,

4EOI,4EOK,4EOL,4EON,4EOP,4EOR,4EOS,4NJ3

ENDOF

Checking Structures



Checking Structures

If we go to the PDB, to check, we can see

that the only binding affinity information

available is for IC50.

As we can see, SAnDReS

didn’t find binding affinity

infornation for one

structure. The structure

2UUE, this means that the

corresponding CSV file

has no binding

information (Ki) for the

active ligand. SAnDReS

shows that, so this

structure can be deleted

from the dataset or we

may look for the binding

information from another

source other than the

PDB. Sometimes, when

we perform advanced

search in the PDB, asking

for structures with binding

affinity, it returns codes

with no binding affinity

information.
37



Updating Binding Information in chklig.in

38

Now we have a very

importand step in the

SAnDReS session.

SAnDReS generated a file

that brings all information

for the active ligand in

each structure. This

information is in the

chklig.in file. We have to

add the experimental

binding information to this

file. To do that, click on

Pre-Docking->Update

Binding Information in

chklig.in, as shown here.



Here we have the first three lines of

the chklig.in file. The first line

indicates the type of the binding

affinity that we have. This input file

was automatically generated by

SAnDReS front-end program.

The rest of lines follows the same

structure, it starts with the keyword

CHKLIG, which indicates that

SAnDReS should read the

corresponding PDB file and check

whether the ligand information is

correct or not. The following

information is the PDB access code,

then we have the ligand code, ligand

chain, and the ligand number. The

last field is the binding affinity. They

are all zero before clicking on Update

Binding Information in chklig.in.

# Type of binding information: ki

CHKLIG,1E1V,CMG,A, 401,0.0

CHKLIG,1E1X,NW1,A, 401,0.0

.....

Updating Binding Information in chklig.in
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After clicking on Update Binding

Information in chklig.in, SAnDReS

automatically add the binding affinity

information, as shown here. This

binding affinity is in nM (nanomolar,

10-9M) and it was read from the CSV

files with binding affinity information

for each structure in the dataset.
# Type of binding information: ki

CHKLIG,1E1V,CMG,A, 401,8400.0

CHKLIG,1E1X,NW1,A, 401,1300.0

.....

Updating Binding Information in chklig.in
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Checking Ligand Information

41

Now we run chklig.in, to

check if the ligand

information is correct. To

run it, we click on Pre-

Docking->Check Ligands,

as shown here.



Checking Ligand Information

42

Once finished, the log file

is shown in both windows.

As we can see, all ligands

were found in the PDB

files. We can also see

that the original number

of 47 structures was

reduced to 46, since

SAnDReS removed

structure 2UUE from the

dataset.



Checking Ligand Information

43

Now we filter our dataset,

in order to have

structures for which there

are water molecules

inside a sphere centered

at the active ligand. To do

that, we click on Pre-

Docking->Filter Dataset,

indicated here.



Checking Ligand Information

44

We select a sphere with

radius = 15.0 Å and up to

10 molecules inside the

virtual sphere. The

“UNIQUE” option

indicates the repeated

ligands will be eliminated.

We click on “Generate

geninp.in” button and

then “Filter”. Finally, we

click on Exit.



Statistical Analysis of Crystallographic Structures

Now we carry out

statistical analysis of the

structures in the dataset.

The goal here is to have

an overall view of the

quality of the structures in

the dataset. We are

dealing with experimental

structures, where

inaccuracy occurs and

should be evaluated in

order to assess the

quality of the information

that will be used for

molecular docking

simulations.
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Statistical Analysis of Crystallographic Structures

To run statistical analysis,

click on Pre-Docking->

Statistical Analysis of

Crystallographic

Structures, as shown

here.

SAnDReS runs ststru.in

file, for statistical analysis.
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Let’s check ststru.in file. The first two

lines are shown here. The first

keyword is STSTRU, tells to

SAnDReS to perform statistical

analysis of the following structure.

Then we have PDB access code,

ligand code, ligand chain and ligand

number. We have one line for each

structure in the dataset.

We should highlight that SAnDReS

automatically got rid of repeated

ligands found in the dataset

(UNIQUE option), selecting the

structure with highest

crystallographic resolution, in the

case of repeated ligands. This avoids

having a dataset with many repeated

ligands. Our dataset now has 31

unique structures, no repeated

ligands.

STSTRU,4NJ3,2KD,A, 301

STSTRU,2CLX,F18,A,1299

.....

Statistical Analysis of Crystallographic Structures
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Statistical Analysis of Crystallographic Structures

48

Part of the log file is

shown here. The first

column brings the

structural parameter

being analyzed. The

second column brings the

number of structures for

which that structural

parameter has been

found in the PDB file.

Then we have the

median, mean, standard

deviation, minimum value,

the PDB for that minimum

value, the maximum

value and the PDB for

that maximum. These

values are for each

structural parameter.



Statistical Analysis of Crystallographic Structures

Analysis of these results

shows, for instance, that

for the crystallographic

resolution, the best

structure is 4ACM.

So, if we intend to test

several molecular docking

protocols, instead of using

all structures in the

dataset, we could select

the structure with the

highest crystallographic

resolution, test all

protocols and choose the

best protocol for this

structure (re-docking

simulation). This would

avoid testing all docking

protocols for all structures

in the dataset, which could

be time consuming.



Generating Biological Assembly

The atomic coordinates

for a crystallographic

structure brings the

asymmetric unit content,

that may be different

from the biological

assembly. This could

bring some problems for

molecular docking

simulations, if additional

monomers present in the

biological assembly are

close to the binding site.

Therefore, we should

generate the biological

assembly using bio-

matrix information stored

in each PDB file.

50



Generating Biological Assembly

To generate the biological

assembly, we click on

Pre-Docking->Bio-matrix

for Crystallographic

Structures, as shown

here. SAnDReS checks

each structure in the

dataset, if there is

information in the

REMARK 350 BIOMAT,

the biological assembly is

generated and a backup

copy of the asymmetric

unit is created, as a PDB

file. For this dataset no

action is taken, since

CDK asymmetric unit is

the biological assembly.
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The biomat.in file is shown here. The

first line brings the keyword BIOMAT,

followed by the PDB access codes.

This line tells to SAnDReS to check if

REMARK 350 BIOMAT is in each

PDB file. If it finds such information,

the biological assembly is generated,

otherwise nothing is done. The last

line is ENDOF, as we saw in the

previous input files. All fields are

separated by comma.

BIOMAT,3LFS,4BCP,1OGU,1PYE,1PXP,4BCN,2XMY

,4BCO,4ACM,4BCQ,3O0G,2XNB,1H1S,4BCK,2CLX,

1E1X,3LFN,1PXO,1PXM,2EXM,2FVD,4NJ3,1V1K,4

EOP,3DDQ,1E1V,4BCM,1PXN,1JSV,1PF8,3BLR

ENDOF

Generating Biological Assembly
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Generating Biological Assembly

In this slide we see part of

the log file generated after

running biomat.in file. As

we can see, no new

biological assemblies were

generated.
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Generating Dataset

The next step is to

generate the dataset for

this ensemble of

structures. To do that, we

have to click on Pre-

Docking->Generate Data

Set with Crystallographic

Structures, as shown here.
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What SAnDReS is actually doing is

running the fndwat.in file. The first two

lines are shown here. The first line

brings the keyword WATDIR, followed

by the directory where the structures will

be copied. SAnDReS considers only

structures that brings water molecules

in the PDB file, so we have a more

reliable molecular system. The rest of

lines follows the same structure. They

start with the keyword FNDWAT,

followed by the PDB access code and

ligand information (code, chain, and

number). The last two fields bring the

sphere radius in angstrom and the

maximum number of water molecules to

be added to the final PDB file.

SAnDReS selects only water molecules

found in the sphere centered in the

active ligand with given radius.

WATDIR,C:\Users\Walter\NewSets\Tutorial00

1\Dataset_2016_01_04_10_17_13\

FNDWAT,3LFS,A07,A, 299,15.0,10

Generating Dataset
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Generating Dataset

Part of the log file is

shown here. As we can

see, one structure was

removed from the

dataset, since there are

no water molecules in the

PDB file. All 30 structures

are in the directory

Dataset+today date+time

in the project directory.
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Updating Ligand Information

57

Since one structure was

deleted from the dataset,

we have to update the

chklig.in file. To do that, we

click on Pre-Docking-

>Update Ligand

Information (chklig.in), as

shown here. The Generate

Binding Site for

Crystallographic Structures

is not necessary for this

tutorial. The next step

would be Filter PDB Files

By Enzyme Classification

(EC). This task selects only

one PDB in the dataset for

each EC. For this tutorial

we don’t need to run this

task, since all structures

are CDK structures with the

same EC.



Creating Dataset for Active Ligands

The next step is to

generate a dataset for the

ligands in the chklig.in

file. These ligands will be

downloaded from PDB in

the SDF files and merged

in one SDF file.

The merged SDF file is

called

active_dataset+date+time

.sdf .
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Generating Histograms

We can create

histograms for the CSV

files generated during the

statistical analysis of the

structures. To do so, we

click Pre-Docking->Plot

Pre-dock Results

(Histogram Plot), as

shown here.
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Below we have a histogram generated for crystallographic resolution distribution. Pre-

Docking phase is finished.

Generating Histograms
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Docking Analysis

61



62

Statistical Analysis of Scoring Functions vs RMSD

Now we can carry out

statistical analysis of re-

docking results. We need

a CSV file with RMSD

values and scoring

function values for each

pose. In this tutorial we

carry out re-docking

simulations for the

structure 4ACM and we

have 1000 poses for the

ligand. To do the analysis,

we click on, Docking->

Statistical Analysis of

Scoring Functions vs

RMSD, as shown here.

SAnDReS reads the CSV

file indicated in the GUI

window, in the row Re-

Docking CSV File. Here

the file is redock01.csv.



Name
MolDock
Score

Rerank
Score RMSD Interaction Cofactor Protein Internal Torsions

Soft 
Constraints Electro ElectroLong HBond LE1 LE3

Docking 
Score

[551]7YG_1302 [A] -164.494 -134.496 1.19202 -181.454 0 -165.205 16.9603 8 0 0 1.13222 -7.98896 -5.30625 -4.33859 -164.531

[573]7YG_1302 [A] -164.494 -134.501 1.19191 -181.454 0 -165.204 16.9606 8 0 0 1.13211 -7.99047 -5.30624 -4.33874 -164.53

[574]7YG_1302 [A] -164.494 -134.496 1.19196 -181.454 0 -165.205 16.9607 8 0 0 1.13194 -7.99093 -5.30625 -4.33859 -164.531

Here we have the first four lines of the redock01.csv file. The first column is to identify

the pose, then we have the scoring function values, RMSD and number of torsion

angles. It is mandatory to have one column with “RMSD” header and another with

“Torsions” header. All columns for scoring function values can have any header different

from “Torsions” and “RMSD”. SAnDReS was designed to analyze datasets generated

by any docking program, since they follow this overall structure shown below.

Statistical Analysis of Scoring Functions vs RMSD
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What SAnDReS is actually doing is

running the input file strmsd.in, shown

here. This input file was automatically

generated by SAnDReS front-end

program. The strmsd.in file has two lines

only. The first line brings the keyword

STRMSD, followed by the CSV file name

and the headers. The number before

each header indicates the column for this

header. For instance, 2, Moldock Score,

indicates that the column for Moldock

Score is the second column. The last line

is the ENDOF line.

STRMSD,redock01.csv,2,MolDock

Score,3,Rerank

Score,4,RMSD,5,Interaction,6,Cofactor,7,P

rotein,8,Internal,9,Torsions,10,Soft

Constraints,11,Electro,12,ElectroLong,13,

HBond,14,LE1,15,LE3,16,Docking Score

ENDOF

Name
MolDock
Score

Rerank
Score RMSD Interaction Cofactor Protein Internal Torsions

Soft 
Constraints Electro ElectroLong HBond LE1 LE3

Docking 
Score

[551]7YG_1302 [A] -164.494 -134.496 1.19202 -181.454 0 -165.205 16.9603 8 0 0 1.13222 -7.98896 -5.30625 -4.33859 -164.531

[573]7YG_1302 [A] -164.494 -134.501 1.19191 -181.454 0 -165.204 16.9606 8 0 0 1.13211 -7.99047 -5.30624 -4.33874 -164.53

[574]7YG_1302 [A] -164.494 -134.496 1.19196 -181.454 0 -165.205 16.9607 8 0 0 1.13194 -7.99093 -5.30625 -4.33859 -164.531

Statistical Analysis of Scoring Functions vs RMSD
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Functions vs RMSD

Here we have the results

for the statistical analysis.

The highest Spearman’s

rank correlation coefficient

was obtained for Docking

Score.
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Functions vs RMSD

In the previous step, CSV

files were generated for

each scoring function. The

first column is for RMSD

and the second column is

for scoring function values.

Now we can plot these

results. You can either

generate a plot with

correlation information or

without this information.

Click on, Docking->Plot Re-

Dock Results (Scatter Plot)

with Correlation and p-

value, as shown here.
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Statistical Analysis of RMSD x Scoring Functions

We have a pop-up window

to enter the parameters to

generate the scatter plots.

Here we chose to have

plots with black points and

no grid. After choosing the

parameters for plotting,

click on the Plot button.

After finishing generating

the plots, click on Exit

button to close Parameters

for Scatter Plot window.
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What SAnDReS is actually doing is running the pltcsv1A.in file, that was automatically

generated using the information selected in Parameters for Scatter Plot window. This file

has one line for each plot. Here we have one line with a description of the fields, that are

separated by comma.

Statistical Analysis of RMSD x Scoring Functions

PLTCSV,strmsd000.csv,SCATTER,0.0,12.0,-177.0,-97.0,Docking RMSD(A),MolDock Score,Docking RMSD

(A) x MolDock Score,.,k,PDF,1,TEXT,0.15,0.83,False,300,50.0

Keyword to plot

File to plot Type of plot

xmin  xmax      ymin     ymax                 x-axis label       y-axis label              Title

Marker to plot
Point colors

Plot format

To include correlation and p-value information into the plot (can be TEXT or NOTEXT)

Text positioning (x,y). If NOTEXT option was chosen, it is ignored by SAnDReS.

Flag for Grid (False means no grid)

Plot DPI

Marker size (pixels)

Polynomial degree to be used in the best fit curve
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Below we have three scatter plots for the highest correlations between scoring function

and RMSD.

Statistical Analysis of RMSD x Scoring Functions
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Structural Parameters
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

We can analyze the correlation of docking (Ensemble-Docking) results against

structural parameters (derived from the crystallographic information). This task reads

RMSD and the values for scoring functions stored in a CSV file as the one shown

below (for the first five lines). Ensemble-Docking results means that one docking

protocol was applied to all structures in the dataset.

Name
MolDock
Score

Rerank
Score RMSD Interaction Cofactor Protein Internal Torsions

Soft 
Constraints Electro ElectroLong HBond LE1 LE3

Docking 
Score

[394]CMG_401 [A] -107.035 -92.7414 2.8349 -119.951 0 -111.569 12.9161 3 0 0 0 -2.14639 -5.94639 -5.1523 -109.06

[810]NW1_401 [A] -111.476 -96.8873 1.25896 -121.868 0 -115.212 10.3923 3 0 0 0 -5.94247 -6.19309
-

5.38263 -113.216

[675]4SP_1298 [A] -152.732 -132.701 0.851736 -165.839 0 -151.169 13.1072 6 0 0 0 -3.34447 -5.45472
-

4.73934 -154.808

[289]U55_400 [A] -113.4 -99.3928 1.92427 -125.834 0 -114.581 12.4333 3 0 0 0 -6.29282 -6.30001
-

5.52182 -117.42
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

The first column brings ligand identification, and we need to have a column for RMSD

results. This column has to have “RMSD” as header. We also need a column for the

number of torsion angle, this column should have “Torsions” as header. The rest of

columns is for the scoring functions.

Name
MolDock
Score

Rerank
Score RMSD Interaction Cofactor Protein Internal Torsions

Soft 
Constraints Electro ElectroLong HBond LE1 LE3

Docking 
Score

[394]CMG_401 [A] -107.035 -92.7414 2.8349 -119.951 0 -111.569 12.9161 3 0 0 0 -2.14639 -5.94639 -5.1523 -109.06

[810]NW1_401 [A] -111.476 -96.8873 1.25896 -121.868 0 -115.212 10.3923 3 0 0 0 -5.94247 -6.19309
-

5.38263 -113.216

[675]4SP_1298 [A] -152.732 -132.701 0.851736 -165.839 0 -151.169 13.1072 6 0 0 0 -3.34447 -5.45472
-

4.73934 -154.808

[289]U55_400 [A] -113.4 -99.3928 1.92427 -125.834 0 -114.581 12.4333 3 0 0 0 -6.29282 -6.30001
-

5.52182 -117.42
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

Firstly we have to check if

all ligands in the chklig.in

file are in the Ensemble-

Docking file

(ensembledock.csv). To do

that, click on Structural

Parameters->Check

Ligands in

ensembledock.csv File, as

shown here.
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

If you gets the message

“No missing ligands!”,

everything is fine and you

can go ahead and carry out

the statistical analysis.

Otherwise, you have to edit

the CSV file and add

missing structure

information.
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

Secondly, we generate the

input file to perform

analysis of the correlation

between structural

parameters and Ensemble-

Docking results. To do that,

click on Structural

Parameters->Generate

Input for Statistical Analysis

of Docking Results, as

shown here.
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

We have a new pop-up

window, as shown here.

Just click on the Generate

button and SAnDReS will

generate two new input

files, stdock1.in and

stdock2.in. These two files

have the same overall

structure, the only

difference between them is

that stdock1.in is intended

to carry out a fast analysis

with a reduced number of

the structural parameters

and stdcok2.in carries out a

full analysis, with over one

hundred structural

parameters being

analyzed. After clicking on

the Generate button, click

on the Exit button.



Docking Results x Structural Parameters

Below we have the first two lines of stdock1.in file. The first line indicates that a cutoff

criteria will be used, we have only ligands with number of torsion angles below 40.

This avoids very flexible ligands, if the user wants so. We also have the option to use

RMSD as cutoff criteria.

The second line, brings the keyword STDOCK, followed by PDB access code, ligand

information (code, chain, and number), RMSD in angstrom, number of torsion angles,

and binding affinity. The rest of the lines follow the same overall structure of the

second line.

CUTOFF,NTOR,40 

STDOCK,1E1V,CMG,A, 401,2.8349,3,8400.0

....
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

Below we have the first five lines of stdock2.in file. We used the keyword SPHERE

followed by the radius in angstrom, separated by comma. The first three lines indicate

that we will carry out analysis of structural parameters centered at active ligand, with

radii of 15.0, 20.0 and 25.0 angstroms. This allows us to investigate the influence of

structural parameters such as B-factors and occupancy around the active ligand. The

rest of the lines follow the same overall structure described for stdock1.in file.

SPHERE, 15.0 

SPHERE, 20.0 

SPHERE, 25.0     

CUTOFF,NTOR,40 

STDOCK,1E1V,CMG,A, 401,2.8349,3,8400.0

....
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

Now we click on Structural

Parameters->Statistical

Analysis of Docking

Results (Long), as shown

here. SAnDReS will run

stdock2.in file.
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

SAnDReS reads the

structural parameters from

each PDB file, this may

take few minutes, or even

longer if you have

hundreds of structures in

your dataset. You can

follow the progress in the

text window.
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

Once finished, the

message “Done! SAnDReS

finished running stdock2.in”

is shown in the information

strip, and the log file is

shown in the text and GUI

windows, as shown here.

Besides the log file,

SAnDReS also generated

CSV files for each

structural paramater.
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

To generate plots, we click

on Structural Parameters-

>Plot Results (Scatter Plot)

with Correlation an p-value,

as shown here.
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

SAnDReS shows a pop-up

window for Parameters for

Scatter Plot, as we saw for

the pltcsv1A.in. It

generates pltcsv2A.in, that

has the same overall

structure described for

pltcsv1A.in. We click on

Plot to generate the plots.

SAnDReS will generate

plots for all CSV files where

p-value is below 0.05.
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Docking Results x Structural Parameters

Below we have the scatter plots.
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Ensemble-Docking Analysis
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Ensemble-Docking Results

To carry out analysis of the

Ensemble-Docking results,

we click on Ensemble-

Docking->Generate Input

for Statistical Analysis of

Ensemble-Docking

Results, as shown here.

We don’t have to check the

ligands again, since we are

going to use the same CSV

file, ensembledock.csv file.
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Ensemble-Docking Results
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We have a pop-up window

as shown below. We click

on the Generate button,

then SAnDReS creates the

stensembledock.in file.



Below we have the first three lines of stensembledock.in file. The first line indicates

the cutoff criteria and cutoff value, as seen for stdock1.in file. The second line brings

the keyword SCOREFUNC, followed by the scoring function names, identified in the

STENSEMBLEDOCK.csv file. The third line shows the keyword

STENSEMBLEDOCK, which indicates that SAnDReS will carry out statistical analysis

of Ensemble-Docking results. This keyword is followed by PDB access code, ligand

information and the scoring function values. The rest of lines follow the same pattern

shown in the third line. All fields are separated by comma.

CUTOFF,NTOR,40

SCOREFUNC,MolDockScore,RerankScore,Interaction,Cofactor,Protein,Internal,SoftConstraints,Electro,ElectroLong,HBond,LE1,LE3,Docking

STENSEMBLEDOCK,1E1V,CMG,A, 401,2.8349,3,-107.035,-92.7414,-119.951,0.0,-111.569,12.9161,0.0,0.0,0.0,-2.14639,-5.94639,-5.1523,-

109.06

Ensemble-Docking Results
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Ensemble-Docking Results

To run stensembledock.in

file, we click on Statistical

Analysis of Ensemble-

Docking Results and

Scoring Functions, as

shown here.
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Results are shown in both

windows. We have one

STENSEMBLEDOCK###.c

sv file for each scoring

function.

Ensemble-Docking Results
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To generate plots, we call

the pop-window to enter

the parameters to generate

the plots, as seen before.

Ensemble-Docking Results
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We set up the parameters

required for the plots and

click on the Plot button.

SAnDReS generates the

pltcsv3A.in file and runs it.

The pltcsv3A.in has the

same structure previously

described for pltcsv1A.in.

Ensemble-Docking Results
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Below we have the scatter plots for the highest correlation coefficients generated by

SAnDReS.

Ensemble-Docking Results
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Scoring Function Analysis
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

We have to check ligands,

since we are dealing with a

new CSV file, the

scores_all.csv file. This file

brings information about

the scoring function values

for each ligand in the

structures of the dataset.

The scoring function values

were calculated based on

the crystallographic

positions of the ligands.
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

If we get the “No missing

ligands!” message, as

shown here, everything is

fine and we can go on.
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The scores_all.csv file has the same structure discussed for the ensembledock.csv

file, but we don’t have a column for RMSD, since we are dealing with crystallographic

position for the ligands. The goal here is to test the ability of scoring functions predict

experimental binding affinity. In this tutorial, we are going to assess the correlation

between log(Ki) (pKi) and scoring functions. Below we have the first four lines of the

scores_all.csv file.

Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

Name
Plants 
Score

MolDock
Score

Rerank
Score Interaction Cofactor Protein Water Internal

Torsion
s

Soft 
Constraints Electro ElectroLong HBond LE1 LE3

CMG_401 [A] -61.333 -95.5564 -82.4453 -111.355 0 -108.602 -2.75356 15.7988 3 0 0 0 -2.96992 -5.30869 -4.58029

NW1_401 [A] -59.853 -86.2035 -83.0162 -107.607 0 -104.698 -2.90852 21.4034 3 0 0 0 -8.92387 -4.78908 -4.61201

4SP_1298 [A] -80.161 -132.691 -112.177 -154.792 0 -153.206 -1.58654 22.1008 6 0 0 0 -7.41587 -4.73898 -4.00632
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

To generate the input file to

carry out the statistical

analysis, we click on

Scoring Functions-

>Generate Input for

Statistical Analysis of

Scoring Functions, as

shown here.
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

We have a new pop-up

window, then we click on

the Generate button.

SAnDReS will generate the

stscor.in file. Then we click

on the Exit button.
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Below we have the first four lines of stscor.in file. The first line indicates the cutoff

criteria and cutoff value, as seen for stdock1.in file. The second line brings the

keyword SCOREFUNC, followed by the scoring function names, identified in the

scores_all.csv file. The third line brings the keyword FACTORLOG, followed by the

keyword LOG(C), which indicates that the log of the experimental binding affinity will

be calculated and employed in the statistical analysis with scoring function. The fourth

line shows the keyword STSCOR, which indicates that SAnDReS will carry out

statistical analysis of scoring function and experimental binding affinity. This keyword

is followed by PDB access code, ligand information and the scoring function values.

The rest of lines follow the same pattern shown in the fourth line. All fields are

separated by comma.

CUTOFF,NTOR,40 

SCOREFUNC,PlantsScore,MolDockScore,RerankScore,Interaction,Cofactor,Protein,Water,Internal,SoftConstraints,Electro,ElectroLong,HBond,LE1,LE3

FACTORXLOG,LOG(C) 

STSCOR,1E1V,CMG,A, 401,8400.0,3,-61.333,-95.5564,-82.4453,-111.355,0,-108.602,-2.75356,15.7988,0,0,0,-2.96992,-5.30869,-4.58029

Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

To run the stscor.in file, we

click on Scoring Functions-

>Statistical Analysis of

Experimental Binding

Affinity and Scoring

Functions, as shown here.
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

SAnDReS carries out

statistical analysis, and

then generates CSV files

for each scoring function.

These CSV files, named

stscor###.csv, bring two

columns, the first is for the

log(KI) and the second is

for the scoring function

values.

Besides these files,

SAnDReS also generates

stscor.log file, which is

shown in the GUI and text

windows, as shown here.

Further, it is also generated

a CSV file with the

summary of the results.
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

Every time you run

stscor.in file, SAnDReS

overwrite former files, so it

is a good idea to backup

log and csv files. To do

that, we click on Scoring

Functions->Show

Statistical Analysis of

Experimental Binding

Affinity and Scoring

Functions, as shown here.

SAnDReS copies stscor.log

and related csv files to

stscor_date_time folder in

the project directory.



Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

To generate scatter plots,

we click on Scoring

Functions->Plot Results

(Scatter Plot) with

Correlation and p-value, as

shown here.
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Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 

We click on the Plot button

to generate scatter plots.

SAnDReS will generate the

pltcsv4A.in file and run it.

The pltcsv4A.in file has

same structure observed

for the pltcsv1A.in file.

Then we click on the Exit

button to close this pop-up

window.
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Below we have the scatter plots for the highest correlation coefficients. We don’t have

any scoring function with p-value below 0.05.

Statistical Analysis of Scoring Function 
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Building Scoring Functions
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Building Scoring Functions 

As we saw earlier, none of

the scoring functions

generated p-values below

0.05, which is considered

the cutoff value for analysis

of biological systems.

SAnDReS has the

possibility to generate

polynomial scoring

functions, based on the

scoring functions present

the scores_all.csv files.
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Building Scoring Functions 

To generate polynomial

scoring functions, click on

Build Scoring Functions->

Generate CSV files for

Polynomial Scoring

Functions, as shown here.
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Building Scoring Functions 

110

We have a new pop-up

window, where we can

select three columns that

will be used to generate

polynomial scoring

functions. Here we have

the columns 7, 8 and 13.

We can also change the

percentage of training set,

here we have 70 %. Using

this percentage, SAnDReS

will generate two files,

training_set.csv, with 70 %

of the dataset, and

test_set.csv, with 30 % of

the dataset. We click on

Generate CSV File, after

finishing it, we click on the

Exit button.



As we can see, SAnDReS

generated 511 CSV files for

the polynomial equations.

These files are located on

the Polscore folder in the

project directory. SAnDReS

also generated the

polscore.in file, which will

be used to determine the

weights of each term in the

regression equation.

Building Scoring Functions 
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POLSCORE,scoring_function_0000001.csv,1

Building Scoring Functions 

2

39

2

28

2

17326

3152143322110

.....

.......

xxxxx

xxxxxxxscore









Below we have the first line of the polscore.in file. The keyword POLSCORE indicates

that SAnDReS will carry out regression analysis for each of the 511 files. It is followed

by the CSV file and the number of independent variables that will be used in the

regression analysis. We have a total of 511 lines in the polscore.in file. All fields are

separated by comma.

What SAnDReS is actually doing is determining the coefficients for the polynomial

equation indicated below.

where score is the scoring function value, 0 is the regression constant, and other ’s

are the weights for each independent variable in the equation. Each independent

variable is one column, or derived from columns present in the scores_all.csv file.

SAnDReS machine learning techniques for regression available in the scikit-learn

library (Pedregosa et al. 2011) This polynomial scoring function method has been

previously described for the program polscore (de Azevedo & Dias , 2008). 112



Building Scoring Functions 

113

To run polscore.in file, click

on Build Scoring Functions-

>Machine Learning

Regression Methods, as

shown here.

SAnDReS will call a pop-up

window where 14

supervised machine

learning methods will be

shown.



Building Scoring Functions 
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We can test each of the

regression methods shown

here. We choose

SGDRegressor. Then we

click on Set up Paramenter

and Build Polynomial

Scoring Functions. Once

finished, we click on the

Exit button.

SAnDReS will determine

the regression models and

generate two files,

polscore.csv and

polscores.log.



Below we have the first lines of polscore.log file. We have the complete polynomial

equation, with the coefficients determined by regression analysis and the statistical

analysis of the regression model. This analysis is carried out for the 511 equations in

the training_set.csv file.

Building Scoring Functions 

##################################### POLSCORE MODEL GENERATOR ###########################################

Polynomial equation number 0000001:    -6.339843  +  -0.244730*(ElectroLong^2)

File: scoring_function_0000001.csv

Best fit equation between observed and predicted information: 

0.1133 x - 5.823

R-squared             0.121253

Adjusted R-square     0.075004

Standard deviation    1.212745

Spearman correlation  0.327345

p-value               0.147479
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Below we have the first four lines of polscore.csv file. The first column brings the files

used for the regression analysis, the number is the same number of the polynomial

equation. The rest of columns brings the statistical parameters for each regression

model. The first line in each column brings the header for that column.

Building Scoring Functions 

File R2 R2 adj Standard Deviation Spearman's correlation p-value

scoring_function_0000001.csv 0.121253 0.075004 1.212745 0.327345 0.147479

scoring_function_0000002.csv 0.047203 -0.00294 1.26281 0.387264 0.082843

scoring_function_0000003.csv 0.145368 0.050409 1.228762 0.408057 0.066309
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Building Scoring Functions 

To sort the result out in the

polscore.csv file, we click

on Build Scoring Functions-

>Sort Polynomial Scoring

Functions, as shown here.
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Building Scoring Functions 

118

We have new pop-up

window, where we choose

the sort criteria. Here we

choose p-value. Then we

click on the Sort Button.

SAnDReS will read the

polscore.csv file, and sort it

out, using the selected sort

criteria. The sorted file will

be sorted_polscore.csv.

After finishing sorting, we

click on the Exit button in

the Sorting Criteria pop-up

window.



Building Scoring Functions 

To add a column to

scores_all.csv file, with the

binding affinity calculated

by the new polynomial

scoring functions, we have

to click on Build Scoring

Functions->Update

scores_all.csv File, as

shown here.
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We have a new pop-up

window, where we can add

columns with polynomial

scoring function values to

the training_set.csv and

test_set.csv files. It would

help to open the sorted

CSV and add only the

equations with lowest p-

values. Once finished, we

click on the Exit button.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Building Scoring Functions 

Now we have to re-run the

scoring function analysis,

considering the new

columns added to

training_set.csv and

test_set.csv files. To do

that, we click on Build

Scoring Functions-

>Generate Input for

Statistical Analysis of

Scoring Functions, as

shown here.
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We have a pop-up window,

then we click on the

Generate button. After that,

we click on the Exit button.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Building Scoring Functions 

Now we have to carry out

the statistical analysis. We

click on Build Scoring

Functions->Statistical

Analysis of Experimental

Binding Affinity and Scoring

Functions, as shown here.
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The stscor.log file is shown

in the GUI and text

windows. As we can see,

several polynomial scoring

functions show p-values

below 0.05.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Building Scoring Functions 

In order to backup the data,

we click on Build Scoring

Functions->Show

Statistical Analysis of

Experimental Binding

Affinity and Scoring

Functions, as shown here.
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Building Scoring Functions 

To generate plots, we click

on Build Scoring Functions-

>Plot Results (Scatter Plot)

with Correlation and p-

value, as shown here.
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The new pop-up window

allows us to set up the plot

parameters, as seen

before. We click on the Plot

button and SAnDReS will

generate new pltcsv4A.in

file, that has the same

structure previously

discussed and run it. After

that, we click on the Exit

button.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Below we have the scatter plots for the highest correlation coefficients.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Now we have to check the

test_set.csv file. The

test_set.csv file brings the

ligands that were kept out

from the training_set.csv.

To do that, we have to

repeat the last steps, the

Generate Input and

Statistical Analysis, but first

we have to change the

name of the entry in the

Scoring Function CSV File

to test_set.csv, as shown

here.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Building Scoring Functions 

Then, we click on Build

Scoring Functions-

>Generate Input for

Statistical Analysis of

Scoring Functions, as

shown here.
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We have a pop-up window,

then we click on the

Generate button. After that,

we click on the Exit button.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Building Scoring Functions 

Now we have to carry out

the statistical analysis. We

click on Build Scoring

Functions->Statistical

Analysis of Experimental

Binding Affinity and Scoring

Functions, as shown here.
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The stscor.log file content

is shown in the GUI and

text windows.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Building Scoring Functions 

In order to backup the data

for test_set.csv, we click on

Build Scoring Functions-

>Show Statistical Analysis

of Experimental Binding

Affinity and Scoring

Functions, as shown here.
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Analysis of Decoys
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Analysis of Decoys

We can build our

decoy+active dataset using

SAnDReS. This task uses

the decoys determined for

over one-hundred proteins

and the active ligands in

the dataset to be merged in

one file. The decoy dataset

is based on DUDE

databank (Mysinger et al.,

2012). This file can be used

for testing the ability of a

docking program to find

active ligands in a dataset

with decoys and calculates

enrichment factors.



Analysis of Decoys

To do so, we click on

Decoys->Prepare Dataset

with Decoys and Actives,

as shown here.
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Analysis of Decoys

SAnDReS will call a new

pop-up window. In this new

window, we can access

information about the

number of decoys and

actives. We can define the

percentage of actives in the

dataset, for instance, the

default value is 10 %. For

this percentage and 30

actives, as we have here,

SAnDReS will generate a

dataset with 300 ligands,

being 270 decoys randomly

selected from DUDE

databank for the protein in

study. Click on the

Generate Dataset button

and after finishing

generating the dataset,

click on Exit button.



Analysis of Decoys

As we can see, the

active_plus_decoys_2016_

01_22__16h55min24s.sdf

file has been created.

Now we can use this SDF

file to carry out a short

virtual screening

simulation. The results

should be in the

decoy_results.csv file.
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Analysis of Decoys

To analyze the

decoy_results.csv file, we

have to click on Decoys-

>Insert Polynomial

Equation to Decoy Dataset,

as shown here.
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Analysis of Decoys

Then we have to insert the

Polynomial Eq. Number

and click on Update CSV

File for each equation that

we want to include.

After finishing the

updading, we click on the

Exit button.
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Analysis of Decoys

To carry out the statistical

analysis, we click on

Decoys->Plot ROC Curves,

as shown here.
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Analysis of Decoys

We have a new pop-up

window, where we can set

up parameters for the ROC

Curve plots. To generate

plots and statistical

analysis we click on the

Generate ROC Curves

button.

In this task, SAnDReS also

generates ef_stats.log and

ef_stats.csv files.
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Below we have the ROC Curves for the highest area under the curve, among the

polynomial scoring functions.

Building Scoring Functions 
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Analysis of Decoys

Analysis of EF results in

the ef_stats.log file, is

shown partially in the GUI

window.

To close the pop-up

window, click on the Exit

button.
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Analysis of Decoys

To finish the SAnDReS

session, click on the Exit

button found in the GUI

window.
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Colophon

This tutorial was produced in a DELL Inspiron notebook with 6GB of memory, a 700

GB hard disk, and an Intel® Core® i5-3337U CPU @ 1.80 GHz running Windows 8.1.

Text and layout were generated using PowerPoint 2013 and graphical figures were

generated by Molegro Virtual Docker and SAnDReS. This tutorial uses Arial font.
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